The U.S. unemployment rate is currently hovering around a 50-year low. During that half-century, the population has grown by approximately 120 million people. The economy has shifted from a manufacturing economy to a service one, and is headed toward what Miguel Terrizzano, president of Pierpoint International, calls an innovation economy. Organizations have de-constructed corporate hierarchy, employ technologies to embrace non-traditional workers, and are expanding their searches beyond the boarder of their own industries to find talent. What does this all mean? Here, Terrizzano explains how HR and organizations can get ahead in an ever-changing workforce.

Q: With the U.S. at nearly full-employment, what are the biggest challenges for recruiters?

A: Organizations are collectively in uncharted waters as it relates to finding, attracting, and retaining top candidates. HR is realizing that hard-to-fill roles are in the boardroom, in the mailroom, and everywhere in between. On every ‘virtual’ floor of our modern office, organizations are seeking to hire out-of-the-box thinkers and employ technology experts and process engineers to drive business forward. Major financial institutions are competing with leading tech firms for the same talent. Candidates with unique skills, who are highly adaptable, and chock-full of soft skills, can fill needs that weren’t thought of previously. For example, highly skilled executives from the automobile industry are being recruited by the healthcare industry to fill positions; “Rent a Recruiter”; Monthly Hourly; Contract Recruitment; and  

Q: What type of customized solutions should organizations consider outside the typical RPO approach?

A: Focusing on flexible solutions is critical. Organizations should break down the hiring process into individual components and select an à la carte model from recruitment solutions. Pierpoint works with customers to solve their immediate needs, and drives solutions that will grow with them over time. This can include evolving to full-service RPO, which is 50 percent of our business, or migrating from project-based recruitment to partial cycle, sourcing services, or hourly recruitment and a container model.

Q: What are the top three challenges facing most TA teams today and how can HR service partners help?

A: Foremost, the availability of technology and the expanse of outlets used to market companies and careers have skyrocketed. For most individual organizations, it’s largely too much to manage without expert guidance and an organization that delivers in this arena day-in and day-out. HR service partners have greater access to tools, and the experience and expertise to vet tools—selecting the right mix for each application to improve hiring metrics and reduce hard and soft dollars.

At the end of the day, the proof is in the pudding. Organizations want to avoid a ‘ready,’ ‘fire,’ and ‘aim’ approach, and instead identify the right candidate during the sourcing process. Through innovation and solution-driven strategies, at Pierpoint, more than 85 percent of candidates submitted are interviewed by clients, reducing time to hire and increasing time to productivity.